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		The Web has changed our lives in many
		ways. The first online, on-demand driving
		directions from MapQuest very nearly rendered
		traditional road atlases obsolete. Today,
		many websites that provide driving directions also
		make their maps available to developers. Using these
		mapping APIs, you can plot your own points or make
		a mashup with geo-data from other websites.

	
		Websites like MapQuest and Google Maps have transformed the way we think about maps. But these services do more than offer driving directions—they provide APIs that web developers can use to build highly customized map-based applications.

	
		In Map Scripting 101, author Adam DuVander delivers 73 immediately useful scripts that will show you how to create interactive maps and mashups. You'll build tools like a local concert tracker, a real-time weather map, a Twitter friend-finder, an annotated map of Central Park, and much more. And because the book is based on the cross-platform Mapstraction JavaScript library, everything you create will be able to use nearly any mapping service, including OpenStreetMap, MapQuest, Google, Yahoo!, and Bing.

	
		You'll also learn how to:

		
			Create, embed, and manipulate basic maps by setting zoom levels and map boundaries
	
			Show, hide, and filter location markers and info-bubbles
	
			Customize your maps for visitors based on their location
	
			Use common data formats like GPS XML, Google Earth's KML, and GeoRSS
	
			Create graphical overlays on maps to better analyze data and trends
	
			Use freely available geodata from websites like Yelp and Upcoming—and public domain geodata from the US government


	
		Map Scripting 101 is perfect for any web developer getting started with map scripting, whether you want to track earthquakes around the world, or just mark the best coffee shops in Dubuque.
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Windows 8.1 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Welcome to Windows 8.1 Bible. If you’re familiar with Windows, you might know that the Windows operating system has existed for over two decades. In that time, it has transformed in many ways as computer hardware has changed dramatically.

	

	Windows 8.1 is the latest edition in the Windows family and builds on the...
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Oracle Database 12c Backup and Recovery Survival GuidePackt Publishing, 2013

	A comprehensive guide for every DBA to learn recovery and backup solutions


	Overview

	
		A practical reference to all Oracle backup and recovery options available, making it essential to any DBA in the world
	
		A valuable guide for readers on the most frequent backup and recovery scenarios they can...
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Salt CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Salt is one of the many but unique tools available today for configuration management and orchestration. Salt not only enables us to seamlessly configure our infrastructure, but also to perform all sorts of tasks based on a variety of conditions and properties of the Salt minions. Along with super-fast module execution with the help of the...
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Creative Innovative Firms from Japan: A Benchmark Inquiry into Firms from Three Rival NationsSpringer, 2019

	This book discusses the ways in which characteristics of innovative firms and innovative talents with core competence in Japanese, Korean, German, and American contexts are developed and nurtured, and compares innovative firms with a long history of business operations from these four countries.
	
		Firstly, the book examines...
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The Geometry of Moduli Spaces of Sheaves (Cambridge Mathematical Library)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Now back in print, this highly regarded book has been updated to reflect recent advances in the theory of semistable coherent sheaves and their moduli spaces, which include moduli spaces in positive characteristic, moduli spaces of principal bundles and of complexes, Hilbert schemes of points on surfaces, derived categories of coherent...
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Mastering Cloud Computing: Foundations and Applications ProgrammingMorgan Kaufmann, 2013

	Mastering Cloud Computing is designed for undergraduate students learning to develop cloud computing applications. Tomorrow's applications won’t live on a single computer but will be deployed from and reside on a virtual server, accessible anywhere, any time. Tomorrow's application developers need to understand the...
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